in educational psychology has to say on this point. What Dudley is ultimately claiming for algebra is transfer-that the kind of reasoning that algebra entails will enhance reasoning skills and that those reasoning skills will then transfer to other realms of thinking and understanding. In psychological research, Dudley's transfer would be termed "far transfer": that is, the understanding thus obtained from one domain (algebra) will transfer to another domain quite different in nature.
The study of transfer has a very long history in educational psychology, and the degree to which far transfer occurs has been a contentious issue for many decades, with many claiming that far transfer is rare or nonexistent (for example, see [2] ). In order to attempt to bring some consensus to the debate on transfer, Barnett and Ceci [1] proposed a taxonomy for describing transfer. Their taxonomy includes six contexts, and it is interesting to note that the transfer of reasoning from algebra to "general reasoning skills" represents far transfer in five of their six contexts: knowledge domain (from algebra to other disciplines), physical context (mathematics classroom to reasoning in other places), temporal context (generalized reasoning done months or years later), academic context (mathematics to other academic and nonacademic contexts), and modality (the written/symbolic language of algebra to abstract thought).
In their review, Barnett and Ceci include a number of studies of transfer conducted over many decades. They also include a table representing a number of widely cited studies representing their place in the taxonomy using the constructs knowledge domain, physical context, and temporal context. In discussing this table they note that I read with great interest the article "What is mathematics for?" by Underwood Dudley in the May 2010 Notices. Dudley makes a strong case that the importance of algebra in the future careers of most students is exaggerated and should not be used as an argument for the teaching of algebra. I have nothing to add to his argument on this point, but I would in fact take his argument one step further for postsecondary students. At the college level, algebra forms the core content of developmental mathematics courses, and passing a developmental mathematics course or gaining placement at a level beyond developmental mathematics is the usual prerequisite to taking quantitative courses and to graduate. However, for most non-STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics) majors, the algebra in those developmental courses and placement examinations is not used in a meaningful way later on, even in subsequent mathematics courses they take at the college level. (See [6] for a case study on this point.)
Dudley makes the claims that the main reason to learn algebra is that "mathematics develops the power to reason" ( [3] , p. 612) and that while "it does not…always succeed," it is still "the best method that we have" ( [3] draw any conclusions about the effects of algebraic thinking on those domains. A second study I located from some time ago [4] found that lowachieving algebra students actually outperformed high-achieving students on some kinds of logical syllogisms. This was the complete set of studies on the effects of algebra I was thus able to locate. In addition, I note that the very extensive review of recent research literature on the learning of algebra by Kieran [7] does not contain any studies of the effects of algebra on either far transfer or on problem solving and critical thinking.
There appears to be no research whatsoever that would indicate that the kind of reasoning skills a student is expected to gain from learning algebra would transfer to other domains of thinking or to problem solving or critical thinking in general. The lack of such research evidence does not mean that such transfer does not occur or that algebraic reasoning might not have positive effects on problem solving and critical thinking. However, in light of the conclusions of Meyer and Wittrock [8] , [9] , until such effects are demonstrated through research, I shall remain a skeptic.
"[w]e simply did not find any well-controlled studies testing transfer to a far domain, in a far physical context, and in a far temporal context" ([1], p. 627) . Thus there appears to be no research evidence that would support the notion that the reasoning skills obtained from learning algebra will transfer to reasoning in a general context.
Another related way to look at the value of algebraic reasoning would be to consider if algebra has an effect on problem solving or critical thinking. In their comprehensive review of problem solving and transfer, Mayer and Wittrock [8] point out that, in the early twentieth century, the prevailing view in education in the United States was "the doctrine of formal discipline-the idea that certain school subjects such as Latin and geometry improved students' minds by making their thinking more logical and disciplined" (p. 49). Dudley is making the identical claim for algebra.
Based on their review of the research literature, Mayer and Wittrock note that "the lack of documented success at promoting problem-solving transfer suggest that other views [than the doctrine of formal discipline] may be more fruitful" ( [8] , p. 59). In an updated review of the problemsolving literature ten years later, the same two authors posit three research-based principles of problem solving in their conclusion, two of which are relevant to transfer. Their "domain-specific principle" asserts that "[r]ather than attempting to teach general problem-solving heuristics, it is better to teach problem-solving skills within specific domains" ( [9] , p. 299). In addition, according to their "near-transfer principle", "[r]ather than expecting problem-solving skills to be applicable to a wide range of problems, it is better to expect that problem-solving skills will be largely restricted with respect to their range of applicability" ( [9] , p. 299). Their conclusions thus work against the hopes that Dudley has for algebra.
In order to determine what the research literature might say about the effects of algebra on either transfer or problem solving/critical thinking, I did two literature searches using the databases ERIC (for education) and PsycINFO (for psychology), using the descriptors "algebra" and "transfer", and then "algebra" and either "critical thinking", "reasoning", "logical thinking", or "problem solving". I did not locate a single study that investigated the transfer of algebraic thinking to other domains. There are some studies that investigate the effects of problem-solving strategies or critical thinking on performance in algebra, but virtually none that "go in the other direction" and investigate the effect of algebraic thinking on problem-solving or critical-thinking. One study that I did locate [5] compared two college algebra classes on their problem solving and critical-thinking skills, but with no comparison data to nonalgebra students, it is not possible to
